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Abstract

It is well known that TCP does not perform well in networks with large propagation delay and high link loss prob-

ability, which are typical in hybrid space-terrestrial networks. Implementing Automatic-Repeat-Request (ARQ)

retransmission over satellite links in hybrid networks has been proposed to enhance TCP performance by hiding the

link losses from TCP. This paper analyzes the impact of implementing ARQ over satellite links on TCP performance.

In particular, this paper focuses on the window flow control mechanism of TCP, and provides an exact model for a

hybrid space-terrestrial system with transport layer Additive-Increase-Multiplicative-Decrease (AIMD) protocols

and satellite link layer ARQ. Both Go-Back-N (GBN) and Selective-Repeat (SRP) are considered, and the delay of

acknowledgements (ACKs) of ARQ are taken into account. The numerical solutions for the throughput as a function

of different protocol and packet loss parameters are presented. Both the analysis and numerical results show that in

most cases, implementing ARQ over satellite links can significantly improve TCP performance, and that proper choices

of the protocol parameters can significantly improve the system performance as well. Although the paper focuses on

hybrid space-terrestrial networks, the analysis and results are also applicable to other networks with large band-

width-delay product and one error-prone bottleneck link.
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1. Introduction

Currently TCP is the dominate reliable trans-

port layer protocol in data networks [20]. For a

reliable transport layer protocol, generating and
receiving acknowledgements (ACKs) by the trans-

mission nodes is essential to guarantee reliable
ed.
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transmissions. To achieve better throughput, it is

also desirable for the end nodes to maximize the

utilization of the available bandwidth provided

by the network. The beauty of TCP is that it can

simultaneously provide reliable transmission and
explore the available bandwidth in the network

without requiring any additional information be-

yond the necessary ACKs. Specifically, TCP makes

use of the rate and order of ACKs to regulate its

window size, thus its transmission rate, to perform

congestion control and explore the available band-

width [20]. It works very well in classical terrestrial

networks, where the loss probability is relatively
low and bandwidth-delay product is relatively

small. Unfortunately, TCP does not perform well

in space networks [2,17–19].

Compared with classical terrestrial networks,

hybrid space-terrestrial networks have many prop-

erties that limit TCP performance, such as long

propagation delays, asymmetric traffic and high

error probability on satellite links. Many solutions
are proposed to enhance TCP performance over

hybrid networks as well, such as window scaling,

time stamps, selective acknowledgements and link

layer solutions. Comprehensive descriptions of the

above solutions can be found in [1,4,13,19].

Among all properties of hybrid networks, the long

propagation delay and high satellite link error

probability (even after link layer Forward Error
Correction in many cases) have the greatest impact

on TCP performance. The main reason that these

two properties deteriorate TCP performance is

that TCP does not distinguish link losses from

congestion losses. Satellite link losses in hybrid

networks lead to TCP�s timeouts and duplicate

ACKs. TCP assumes that all losses are due to con-

gestion, and reduces its window size accordingly,
thus its transmission rate. Although it will recover

its window size later, the long propagation delay of

hybrid networks makes the recovery rate extre-

mely low. If the link loss probability is very high,

TCP will reduce its window size frequently, and

the probability that TCP recovers its window size

to a level compatible with the available bandwidth

becomes very small. As a result, the utilization of
the available link bandwidth becomes very low,

and overall TCP performance is significantly

deteriorated.
Several approaches exist that can deal with this

incomparability between TCP and the long propa-

gation delay and high link loss probability. These

include: TCP spoofing, split-TCP, and link layer

ARQ [3,13,19]. Among all these solutions, link
layer ARQ has the advantage that it fits naturally

into the layered structure of networks. The main

idea of implementing ARQ is that it can ‘‘hide’’

the link losses from TCP. In this sense, implemen-

tation of ARQ can greatly reduce the number of

unnecessary TCP window closings and signifi-

cantly improve the overall TCP performance.

However, the presence of an ARQ protocol can
lead to other more subtle problems. In particular,

due to the high bandwidth-delay product, ARQ

retransmissions introduce high variability of the

packet round trip time (RTT) seen by TCP, and

lead to TCP timeouts due to ARQ retransmis-

sions. We call these timeouts false timeouts.

Recently a number of papers have examined the

TCP performance over link layer ARQ protocols.
Most of them involve simulations in wireless envi-

ronment [3,10,11,15,23]. There is some analytical

work on the performance of TCP over ARQ as

well [6–9,16]. These papers provide approximate

analysis of TCP performance over a link layer pro-

tocol with the assumption of instantaneous ACK

feedback. The large propagation delay of space

links makes these models unsuitable for hybrid
networks. The authors in [6] further assume inde-

pendence between window size and RTT of each

window, which is not suitable for hybrid networks

either. In addition, there are many papers on the

analysis of ARQ as well. In [21] queuing models

are developed for the Go-Back-N (GBN) protocol,

and [14] provides queuing models for both the

GBN and Selective-Repeat (SRP) protocols. Gen-
erally queuing models are used as a tool to analyze

the ARQ protocols for different channels and net-

work structures [24,26].

This paper studies the performance of TCP over

link layer ARQ in the context of hybrid space-

terrestrial networks with satellite links, examines

whether implementing ARQ is beneficial, and

explores the influence of protocol and loss para-
meters on the overall system performance. The

analysis and results are applicable to other net-

works with large bandwidth-delay product and
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one error-prone bottleneck link as well. The paper

is different from earlier works in several ways.

First, this paper studies a hybrid space-terrestrial

network where the long propagation delays and

high satellite link error probability is essential to
the system performance. Second, this paper fo-

cuses on TCP�s window flow control mechanisms

and deliberately disregards other aspects of TCP,

such as RTT measurements and estimation, the

detail retransmission mechanism, and timer granu-

larity. Since the window size evolution is the main

factor that affects TCP throughput, we believe that

for the purpose of investigating TCP throughput,
the protocols considered capture the essence of

TCP. Third, the ARQ protocols considered in-

clude both GBN and SRP protocols. The delay

of the ACK signals is also taken into account,

which is significant for satellite links. Furthermore,

this paper gives an exact analysis of our system in-

stead of approximations and simulations, thus

providing an analytical framework for future joint
study of TCP and ARQ in hybrid space-terrestrial

networks.

Specifically, the system investigated consists of

two end nodes communicating over a hybrid net-

work that includes a satellite link and some other

space and terrestrial links. The satellite link is the

bottleneck link as well as the error prone link,

which is typical in such networks. The sender has
an unlimited number of packets to be sent to the

receiver, and the performance metric considered

is the throughput. The losses incurred by packets

include the link losses of the error-prone satellite

link and other random losses, for example, losses

of other links and congestion losses. The error-

prone satellite link implements a GBN or SRP

retransmission mechanism to recover the satellite
link losses. The transport layer of the end nodes

implements a variation of the Additive-Increase-

Multiplicative-Decrease (AIMD) protocol that is

similar to TCP window flow control protocols,

which will be described in detail later.

This paper models the system as a finite state

Markov chain with reward functions. The transi-

tion probabilities and the reward functions are ex-
pressed in simple window-based product form and

sum form, respectively. Moreover, queuing models

for GBN and SRP are also developed. These mod-
els are used to obtain the probabilities needed for

solving the transition probabilities and the reward

functions of the Markov chain, and the through-

put of the system is derived by the theory of Mar-

kov chains with reward functions. The numerical
results show that in most cases implementing

ARQ over the satellite link can achieve significant

improvement in system throughput. Moreover, we

show that by proper choice of protocols parame-

ters, such as the packet size and the number of

transmission attempts per packet at the satellite

link ARQ, significant performance improvement

can be obtained.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 de-

scribes in detail the system under consideration.

Sections 3 and 5 model different systems consid-

ered, and Section 4 provides the simple queuing

models for the ARQ protocols. Finally, Section 6

discusses the numerical results for different

protocol and packet loss parameters, and Section

7 concludes the paper.
2. System description

The system we consider consists of two end

nodes communicating over a hybrid space-terres-

trial network with one satellite link and some other

space and terrestrial links, as shown in Fig. 1. The
sender has unlimited packets to be transmitted to

the receiver, and these packets have fixed length.

The transport layers (TL) at the end nodes imple-

ment a variation of AIMD protocol, which is sim-

ilar to TCP window mechanisms and will be

described in detail later. The link layer over the

satellite link, called satellite link layer (SLL),

implements an ARQ protocol, where both GBN
and SRP are considered. The other link layers

(LLs) do not employ ARQ.

The satellite link in the system is the bottleneck

as well as the error-prone link. As mentioned be-

fore, this is typical in hybrid space-terrestrial net-

works. The time for the satellite link to transmit

one packet is defined to be one time unit. In this

way, the time is divided into time slots. The round
trip delay of one transmission over the satellite link,

defined to be the interval between the time the sat-

ellite link sender sends out a packet and the time the
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sender receives the acknowledgment of this trans-

mission, is fixed to be d time slots. The remaining

time needed for the packets to go through the net-

work is assumed to be negligible, a reasonable

assumption in hybrid space-terrestrial networks.

Packets in the system incur two types of losses.
One type refers to losses over the satellite link. For

brevity, we call those link losses. The other type re-

fers to all the losses other than the satellite link

losses, such as congestion losses and link losses

at the other space and terrestrial links that do

not employ ARQ. We call those random losses.

Note that the link losses can be recovered by the

employed SLL ARQ, and the random losses can
only be recovered by the end-to-end transport

layer retransmissions.

Packets incur losses independently of each

other. Each packet incurs a random loss with

probability p, and each transmission over the sat-

ellite link incurs a link loss with probability pl.

The probability that a packet incurs no random

loss and a transmission over the satellite link in-
curs no link loss, denoted by q and ql, respectively,

are thus q = 1 � p and ql = 1 � pl. All acknowl-

edgements (ACKs), including both the transport

layer ACKs and the ACKs of ARQ, are assumed

to be loss free. Notice that by proper choice of

the above loss probabilities, one can also model

systems employing no SLL ARQ.

The TL has two ways to detect losses, the time-
out signal and the random loss signal. When the

age of an unacknowledged packet exceeds the

TL timeout value, denoted by TO, a TL timeout

occurs. We also assume that any random loss

can be detected by the node where the loss hap-

pens after a fixed time interval td. After detecting

the loss, the node will generate a signal indicating
this loss and send it via the same path as that of a

packet to the receiver. We call this signal the ran-

dom loss signal. The timeout signal is essential for

reliable TL transmissions [25], and the random

loss signal is used to approximate the duplicate

ACKs used in TCP and allows us to exam-
ine the fast retransmit and fast recovery mech-

anism.

The AIMD protocol employed at the TL

works as follows. The TL sends packets in

batches. The size of the batches is the current win-

dow size of the TL. Once the TL receives all the

acknowledgments of its previous window of pack-

ets, it sends out the next window of packets. After
either a timeout signal or a random loss signal is

received, the TL changes the window size accord-

ing to its window-update algorithm, and restarts

the transmission from the packet that incurs the

loss signal.

We consider two window-update-algorithms,

the Tahoe window update algorithm and the Reno

window update algorithm [20]; corresponding to
TCP Reno and Tahoe, respectively. Both algo-

rithms have two parameters: current window size

W and a threshold Wt. In addition, there is a max-

imum window size WM which the window size can

never exceed and which resembles the maximum

window size in TCP advertised by the receiver.

The Tahoe algorithm works as follows:

• The initial window size is 1.

• After receiving all the acknowledgments of the

last window:

– If W < Wt, the window size is doubled;

– IfWPWt, the window size is increased by 1.

If the resulting window size is larger than WM,

set the window size to be WM; otherwise, keep it.
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• Upon a timeout signal, the window size is set to

be 1, and Wt is set to be half of the window size

when the timeout occurs.

The Reno algorithm consists of all the above
rules that the Tahoe algorithm has and the follow-

ing additional rule:

• Upon a random loss signal, Wt is set to be half

of the window size when the loss signal is

received, and the window size is set to be Wt.

One can see that both algorithms are varia-
tions of Additive-Increase-Multiplicative-Decrease

(AIMD) algorithms. They are similar to the TCP

Tahoe and Reno window-update algorithms,

respectively. The two phases, W < Wt and

WPWt, correspond to the slow start phase (SS

phase) and the congestion avoidance phase (CA

phase) of TCP, respectively. For convenience, we

also call these two phases the SS phase and the
CA phase. The maximum window size WM corre-

sponds to the receiver advertised window size. The

differences between the two algorithms and the

TCP Tahoe and Reno lie in two aspects. One is

that in TCP the window size is updated upon

receiving each acknowledgment, while here the

window size is updated when a batch of acknowl-

edgments is received. Nevertheless, upon receiving
a loss signal, the rates of window update are the

same for TCP and our corresponding algorithms.

The other difference is that in the TCP Reno fast

retransmit and fast recovery is triggered by dupli-

cate ACKs, while in our Reno window update

algorithm fast retransmit and fast recovery is trig-

gered by random loss signals. The random loss sig-

nals are used to simplify the analysis of the
protocols. Note that our goal is to explore whether

or not implementing ARQ at the error prone sat-

ellite link will improve the TCP performance,

and the key factor is the window size. We therefore

believe that our model is a reasonable model for

this purpose and can give us useful insights into

the system performance.

The satellite link layer employs the standard
GBN or SRP [5]. The GBN or SRP window size

is no less than the round trip delay d, so that the sat-

ellite link capacity can be fully utilized and the ac-
tual transmission rate over it is limited only by the

TL window size. Furthermore, negative acknowl-

edgement (NAK) signals are assumed to be used.

The order of packet transmissions follows the

standard GBN or SRP rules and packets are deliv-
ered to the corresponding higher layer in order [5].

From the above descriptions we can see that the

system considered can also model other networks

with large bandwidth-delay product and one er-

ror-prone bottleneck link. The following analysis

and results are therefore applicable to such net-

works as well.

In the next two sections, we will first model the
system with the Reno algorithm and ARQ (both

GBN and SRP), and then derive the system

throughput as a function of the protocol and loss

parameters. This model can be easily extended to

systems with the Tahoe algorithm and systems

with some variations of ARQ, which will be shown

in Section 5.
3. Modelling the system with Reno algorithm

3.1. System Markov model and throughput

Consider the system behavior after the TL re-

ceives a loss signal. LetW e denote the window size

upon the loss signal and S indicate the type of loss
signal received, with S = TO referring to a timeout

signal and S = RL referring to a random loss sig-

nal. Let W and Wt denote the window size and

threshold right after the loss signal. Then, accord-

ing to the Reno window update algorithm,

Wt = W e/2 and if S = TO, W = 1 or if S = RL,

W = W e/2. This means that the pair (W e,S) un-

iquely determines W and Wt. Moreover, by the
algorithm, W and Wt together are the state of

the system, that is, given W and Wt, the future

behavior of the system is completely determined

and is independent of its past. Therefore, the pair

(W e,S) is also a state of the system. The system

can thus be modelled by the following Markov

chain: the states are the (W e,S) pairs, and the

transitions take place when the HL receives a loss
signal. Furthermore, since the window size will

never exceed the maximum value WM, the system

chain is a finite-state Markov chain.
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Fig. 2. Typical transitions in Markov chain for system with

Reno algorithm.
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Fig. 2(a) and (b) show the transitions from a

typical state i with Si = TO and Si = RL, respec-

tively. Here the subscript i denotes the state. Later

in the next subsection, we will explore in detail the

system behavior during one transition and derive

the transition probabilities.
In order to obtain the throughput of the system,

for each transition of the Markov chain, we fur-

ther define the following two reward functions:

• V n
ij: the expected number of successfully trans-

mitted packets during the transition from state

i to state j.

• V t
ij: the expected time taken for the transition

from state i to state j.

The corresponding reward functions associated

with state i, denoted by vni and vti, respectively, are

thus

vni ¼
X
j

V n
ijP

T
ij and vti ¼

X
j

V t
ijP

T
ij; ð1Þ

where PT
ij is the transition probability from state i

to state j. Here the superscript T denotes transi-
tion. Let pi be the steady state distribution of the

Markov chain. The steady state expected rewards

per transition are therefore given by [12],

vn ¼
X
i

pivni and vt ¼
X
i

pivti: ð2Þ

Theorem 1. The throughput of the system described

is k = vn/vt.
Proof. Starting from time 0, let N(t) and M(t)

be the number of successfully transmitted pack-

ets and the number of transitions of the

Markov chain up to and including time t, respec-

tively. Let Ni be the number of successfully trans-
mitted packets during the ith transition, and Ti be

the time taken by the ith transition. Moreover, let

t0 be the epoch of the first transition. Then

Nðt0Þ þ
XMðtÞ

i¼2

Ni 6 NðtÞ 6 Nðt0Þ þ
XMðtÞþ1

i¼2

Ni;

t0 þ
XMðtÞ

i¼2

T i 6 t 6 t0 þ
XMðtÞþ1

i¼2

T i:

Therefore, N(t)/t is upper bounded by

Nðt0Þ þ
PMðtÞþ1

i¼2 Ni

� �.
t0 þ

PMðtÞ
i¼2 T i

� �
and lower

bounded by Nðt0Þþ
PMðtÞ

i¼2 Ni

� �.
t0þ

PMðtÞþ1

i¼2 T i

� �
.

For the upper bound, we have

lim
t!1

Nðt0Þ þ
PMðtÞþ1

i¼2

Ni

t0 þ
PMðtÞ

i¼2

T i

¼ lim
MðtÞ!1

Nðt0Þ þ
PMðtÞþ1

i¼2

Ni

t0 þ
PMðtÞ

i¼2

T i

¼ lim
MðtÞ!1

�
Nðt0Þ þ

PMðtÞþ1

i¼2

Ni

��
MðtÞ�

t0 þ
PMðtÞ

i¼2

T i

��
ðMðtÞ � 1Þ

¼ lim
MðtÞ!1

PMðtÞþ1

i¼2

Ni=MðtÞ

PMðtÞ

i¼2

T i=ðMðtÞ � 1Þ

¼ vn

vt
:

Similarly, the limit of the lower bound as t ! 1
can be shown to be vn/vt as well. Thus, the

throughput of the system is

k ¼ lim
t!1

NðtÞ
t

¼ vn

vt
: � ð3Þ

In the next subsection, we derive the transition

probabilities of the Markov chain as well as the re-

ward functions for each transition. Then the

throughput of the system can be obtained using
Eqs. (1)–(3).
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3.2. Transition probabilities and reward functions

First consider the system behavior during the

transition from an arbitrary state i with

ðW e
i ; Si ¼ TOÞ to state j. By the definition of

states and the algorithm, at the beginning of

the transition, W = 1 and W t ¼ W e
i =2. The win-

dow size then evolves as 1,2,4, . . . ,Wc,

Wc + 1, . . . ,WM, where Wc is the least integer

that is a power of two and greater than Wt. De-

note this set of window sizes by Li and the kth

element by wik. Notice that Li is a function of

state i only. Obviously, any possible end state j
must have W e

j 2 Li. Let Nij denote the integer

such that wiNij ¼ W e
j . Then by the definition of

the system, we know exactly how the system be-

haves during the transition for state i to state j as

follows: the TL sends out windows of packets

with size wi1,wi2, . . . ,wiNij. All packets in the

previous Nij � 1 windows were successfully re-

ceived, and at least one packet in the last
window (the Nijth window) incurs a loss. The

first loss detected within the last window is of

type Sj.

For state i with Si = RL, the system behaves

similarly during the transition from state i to state

j. The only difference is that now the set

Li = {Wt,Wt + 1, . . . ,WM}.

The system behavior described above shows
that the system can be analyzed based on win-

dows. Specifically, since each window incurs a

timeout or a random loss independently, the

transition probability from state i to state j, PT
ij,

becomes the product of probabilities of no loss

on the first Nij � 1 windows multiplied by the

probability of loss Sj on the last window. For

the same reason, the probabilities that no loss
signals are received for different windows with

same size w are the same. Denote it by QW
w ,

where the subscript w is the window size and

the superscript W denotes that the quantity is re-

lated to a window. Similarly, the probabilities

that a timeout signal or a random loss signal is

received for different windows with same size w

are the same as well. Denote them by PW ;TO
w

and PW ;RL
w , respectively. Then, the transition

probability can be expressed as
PT
ij ¼

0 if W e
j 62 Li;

QNij�1

n¼1

QW
win

 !
PW ;TO
wiNij

if W e
j 2 Li

and Sj ¼ TO;

QNij�1

n¼1

QW
win

 !
PW ;RL
wiNij

if W e
j 2 Li

and Sj ¼ RL:

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð4Þ
The reward function V n

ij can be obtained in a sim-
ilar way as follows. From the system behavior pre-

sented previously, the number of successfully

transmitted packets during the transition from

state i to state j is the sum of the first Nij � 1 win-

dows of packets plus the number of successfully

transmitted packets of the last window (the Nijth

window), that is,
PNij�1

n¼1 win þ k � 1, where k is

the integer such that the first k � 1 packets in the
Nijth window were successfully received and the

kth packet incurs the loss of type Sj. Note that k

is a random variable.

Let PP ;TO
k and PP ;RL

k denote the probabilities that

a timeout signal and a random loss signal on the

kth packet of a window is received, respectively.

Here the superscript P indicates that the quantity

is related to packets. Since within the same win-
dow, packets incur losses independent of later

packets, these two quantities are independent of

the window size, given that the window size is lar-

ger than or equals to k. Then, by straightforward

derivation, the expected reward V n
ij can be shown

to have the following window-based sum form:

V n
ij ¼

0 if W e
j 62 Li;PNij�1

n¼1 win þ
PwiNij

k¼1
ðk�1ÞPP ;TO

k

PW ;TO
wiNij

if W e
j 2 Li

and Sj ¼ TO;PNij�1

n¼1 win þ
PwiNij

k¼1
ðk�1ÞPP ;RL

k

PW ;RL
wiNij

if W e
j 2 Li

and Sj ¼ RL:

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð5Þ

Similarly, the reward function V t
ij is the sum of the

expected time taken by the Nij windows. Let TW
w
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denote the expected time taken by a window with

size w and no loss, and TW ;RL
w denote the expected

time taken by a window with size w and a random

loss signal. Notice that the expected time taken by

a window with a timeout signal is fixed to be TO.
Then V t

ij has the following window-based sum

form:

V t
ij ¼

0 if W e
j 62 Li;PNij�1

n¼1 TW
win

þ TO if W e
j 2 Li

and Sj ¼ TO;PNij�1

n¼1 TW
win

þ TW ;RL
wiNij

if W e
j 2 Li

and Sj ¼ RL:

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð6Þ
Eqs. (4)–(6) express the transition probabilities and

reward functions in terms of five unknown proba-

bilities QW
w , PP ;TO

k and PP ;RL
k , PW ;TO

w and PW ;RL
w , as well

as two expected time TW
w and TW ;RL

w . The next sub-

section further examines the relationship between

different probabilities and reduces the number of

unknown probabilities to two.

3.3. Relationship between probabilities

As mentioned before, the possible long time ta-

ken by the retransmissions of the SLL ARQ due to

the satellite link transmission errors can cause the

TL timeout. Since the TL timeout signal is de-

signed to recover the losses that cannot be recov-

ered by the SLL, we call the TL timeout caused

by the SLL retransmissions the false timeout,
and let QP ;F

k denote the probability of no false

timeout on the first k packets of one window, given

no random losses on the first k packets. Here the

superscript P indicates that the quantity is related

to packets, and F means false timeout.

Let QP
k be the probability that no loss signal is

received on the first k packets of a window with

size larger than or equals to k, and PP
k be the prob-

ability that a loss signal on the kth packet of a win-

dow is received. Here again, the superscript P

means that the quantity is related to packets. Since

each packet incurs a random loss independent of

each other and independent of the SLL retransmis-

sions, we have

QP
k ¼ QP ;F

k qk: ð7Þ
By definitions of the following probabilities and

noting that the events of receiving a timeout signal

and a random loss signal are exclusive, we have

QW
w ¼ QP

w; ð8aÞ

PP
k ¼ QP

k�1 � QP
k with QP

0 ¼ 1; ð8bÞ

PP
k ¼ PP ;TO

k þ PP ;RL
k ; ð8cÞ

PW ;TO
w ¼

Xw
k¼1

PP ;TO
k ; ð8dÞ

PW ;RL
w ¼

Xw
k¼1

PP ;RL
k : ð8eÞ

The above equations show that once we have QP ;F
k

and PP ;RL
k , we can obtain the five probabilities

needed, QW
w , PP ;TO

k and PP ;RL
k , PW ;TO

w and PW ;RL
w . Spe-

cifically, Equation (7) gives QP
k from QP ;F

k . Then QW
w

can be obtained from (8a). Eq. (8b) then gives PP
k .

Together with the given PP ;RL
k , PP ;TO

k can be ob-

tained from (8c). Finally, PW ;TO
w and PW ;RL

w can be

obtained from (8d) and (8e). From these five prob-

abilities, together with the quantities TW
w and TW ;RL

w ,

we can solve the transition probabilities and the re-
ward functions. The next section derives the LL

queuing models for both GBN and SRP and gives

us these two probabilities, QP ;F
k and PP ;RL

k , and the

two expected times TW
w and TW ;RL

w .
4. Link layer ARQ queuing models

Section 3 shows that for the system with the

Reno mechanism, the throughput of the system

can be obtained once we know the four quantities

QP ;F
k , PP ;RL

k , TW
w and T W ;RL

w . This section develops

simple queuing models for the SLL ARQ proto-

cols with batch arrivals and derives these four

quantities.
4.1. Queuing model for the GBN

This subsection first considers the distribution

of packet round trip times and describes the

GBN queuing model. Then, based on the queuing

model, the four quantities required are derived.
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Let RTTHk denote the TL round trip time of

the kth packet given that the kth packet incurs

no random loss, and RTTLk denote its SLL round

trip time. Since in GBN the packets are acknowl-

edged in order at SLL and delivered to the corre-
sponding higher layer in order as well, we have

RTTHk ¼ RTTLk; ð9aÞ

RTTHl 6 RTTHk for all l 6 k: ð9bÞ
Moreover, the GBN protocol in our model can be
modelled as a queuing system with independent

geometrically distributed service time [5] with

mean pl/ql. Since packets arrive at the SLL in

batches and are acknowledged in order, the SLL

round trip time of the kth packet RTTLk is thus

the sum of its service time and the service times

of the k � 1 previous packets within the same win-

dow. Therefore, RTTLk, as well as RTTHk, is
binomially distributed as follows:

PrðRTTHk ¼ md þ k þ d � 1Þ
¼ PrðRTTLk ¼ md þ k þ d � 1Þ

¼
mþ k � 1

m

� �
pml q

k
l ; ð10Þ

where m is the total number of retransmissions of

the first k packets in the window. Note that extra

d � 1 slots are added for allowing the GBN

ACK to come back to the SLL sender after the

packet leaves the SLL sender�s queue.

Next we derive the four quantities based on the

distribution of RTTHk given in Eq. (10). First con-
sider QP ;F

k . By the definition of QP ;F
k , together with

Eq. (9b) and the distribution of RTTHk in (10),

QP ;F
k is given by

QP ;F
k , Pr

\k
l¼1

RTTHl < TO

 !

¼ PrðRTTHk < TOÞ

¼
XMTO

k

m¼0

mþ k � 1

m

� �
pml q

k
l ; ð11Þ

where MTO
k , bðTO� k � dÞ=dc. Notice that the

physical meaning of MTO
k is the maximum number

of retransmissions for the first k packets without

causing a false timeout.
Now consider PP ;RL
k . Let Fk be the event that the

first k � 1 packets of a window incur no random

losses but the kth packet incurs a random loss. Then

Fk is independent of RTTHl for all l and

Pr(Fk) = qk � 1p. The probability PP ;RL
k , which is de-

fined before to be the probability that a random loss

signal on the kth packet of a window is received, can

thus be obtained from its definition as follows:

PP ;RL
k , Pr

\k�1

l¼1

RTTHl < TO;RTTHk þ td 6 TO; F k

 !

¼ qk�1p PrðRTTHk 6 TO� tdÞ

¼ qk�1p
XMRL

k

m¼0

mþ k � 1

m

� �
pml q

k
l ; ð12Þ

where MRL
k , bðTO� td � k � d þ 1Þ=dc. The sec-

ond equality follows from Eq. (9b), and the third

equality follows from Eq. (10). Notice that con-

trary to MTO
k , the physical meaning of MRL

k is the
maximum number of retransmissions for the first

k packets such that a random loss on the kth

packet will be detected by a random loss signal,

but not by a timeout signal.

For the same reason, i.e., the packets are deliv-

ered to the corresponding higher layer in order, the

time taken by each window without loss signals is

the TL round trip time of its last packet, i.e.,
TW

w ¼ RTTHw. Eq. (10) therefore gives TW
w as follows:

TW
w , RTTHwjno timeouts; no random losses

¼
XMTO

w

m¼0

ðmd þ wþ d � 1Þ
mþ w� 1

m

� �
pml q

w
l =Q

P ;F
w :

ð13Þ
Notice that QP ;F

w is the previous defined QP ;F
k with

k = w. By the definition of QP ;F
k , QP ;F

w is the proba-

bility of no timeouts and no random losses on a

window with size w. Also notice that MTO
w is the

previous defined MTO
k with k = w.

Similarly, T W ;RL
w can be shown to be

TW ;RL
w ¼ d � 1 þ td

þ
Xw
k¼1

XMRL
k

m¼0

qk�1pðmd þ kÞ

 mþ k � 1

m

� �
pml q

k
l=P

W ;RL
w : ð14Þ

For brevity, we omit the details.
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Eqs. (11)–(14) give us the four quantities needed

for solving the system Markov chain when the

SLL employs the GBN protocol.

4.2. Queuing model for the SRP

As with the GBN protocol, the SRP protocol

also delivers packets to the corresponding higher

layer in order and Inequality (9b) still holds.

Therefore, the first two equalities for QP ;F
k and

PP ;RL
k in Eq. (11) and (12) still hold. However in

SRP, at the SLL the packets are not acknowledged

in order anymore, and a packet is delivered to the
corresponding higher layer only when all the previ-

ous packets and itself are correctly received by the

receiver. Thus:

RTTHk ¼ max
l¼1;2;...;k

RTTLl; ð15aÞ

RTTHl 6 RTTHk for all l 6 k: ð15bÞ

For convenience, define the function f(k,z) to be

the probability that the TL round trip time of the

kth packet is less than or equal to a variable z, that

is

f ðk; zÞ , PrðRTTHk 6 zÞ: ð16Þ

Then from the first two equalities in Eqs. (11) and
(12), QP ;F

k and PP ;RL
k can be expressed in terms of

f(k,z) as follows

QP ;F
k ¼ f ðk; TO� 1Þ; ð17Þ

PP ;RL
k ¼ qk�1pf ðk; TO� tdÞ: ð18Þ

Now express TW
w in terms of the function f(k,z).

Again as in the GBN protocol, in the SRP proto-

col the in-order delivery of packets from SLL to

the corresponding higher layer means that

TW
w ¼ RTTHw. Moreover, TW

w is a non-negative

integer valued random variable. Together with its

definition, its expected value can thus be expressed
as

TW
w ¼

X1
z¼0

PrðTW
w > zjno timeout; no random lossÞ

¼
X1
z¼0

PrðRTTHw > zjno timeout; no random lossÞ:
By straightforward derivations and noting that

min(RTTHw) = w + d � 1, it can be shown that

T W
w ¼ TO� 1 �

XTO�2

z¼wþd�1

f ðw; zÞ=f ðw; TO� 1Þ:

ð19Þ
For brevity, we omit the details.

TW ;RL
w can be obtained in the similar way as that

for TW
w . We omit the details and the result is

T W ;RL
w ¼ TO�

XminðwT ;wÞ

k¼1

PTO�1�td

z¼kþd�1

f ðk; zÞ

f ðk; TO� tdÞ
PP ;RL
k =PW ;RL

w ;

ð20Þ
where wT , TO � td � d + 1 is a constant.

Eqs. (17)–(20) show that once we know the

function f(k,z), the four quantities QPF
k , PP ;RL

k , TW
w

and TW ;RL
w can be obtained. For the two cases when

k 6 d and k > d, the following paragraphs derive

queuing models for SRP to obtain the function

f(k,z). Note that by equality (15a) and the defini-

tion of f(k,z) (Eq. (16)), we have

f ðk; zÞ ¼ Pr
\k
l¼1

RTTLl 6 z

 !
: ð21Þ

For convenience, starting from the time the

SLL sender receives a window of packets, we index

the packets and time slots in order, that is, packet
k is the kth packet and slot k is the kth slot.

1. The case of k 6 d: When the SLL employs the

SRP protocol, the service times of packets, de-

noted by Xl for packet l, are geometrically distrib-

uted, independent of each other, and independent

of the waiting times of the packets. The distribu-

tion is PrðX l ¼ ðmþ 1ÞdÞ ¼ pml ql, where m is the

number of retransmissions before the successful
transmission of packet l. Moreover, in the case

of k 6 d, the waiting time of packet l is fixed to

be l � 1 for all l = 1, . . . ,k. The SLL round trip

times of the packets are thus RTTLl = l � 1 + Xl
for l = 1, . . . ,k, and therefore independent of each

other. Together with Eq. (21), f(k,z) can then be

written in the following simple product form:

f ðk; zÞ ¼
Yk
l¼1

PrðRTTLl 6 zÞ ¼
Yk
l¼1

ð1 � p
Mr

zlþ1

l Þ;

ð22Þ
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where Mr
zl , bðz� lþ 1Þ=dc � 1 is the maximum

allowed total number of retransmissions of packet

l such that RTTLl 6 z.

Eq. (22) gives the function f(k,z) when k 6 d.

2. The case of k > d: When k > d, packet service
times are still geometrically distributed and inde-

pendent of each other. However, the waiting times

of packets are no longer fixed and independent of

each other. As a result, RTTLl for l = 1, . . . ,k are

no longer independent of each other, and f(k,z)

no longer has the simple product form as with

the case k 6 d in Eq. (22). Nevertheless, we�ll show

that given the waiting time of packet k, denoted by
Rk, to be r, the conditional probability

Prð
Tk

l¼1RTTLl 6 zjRk ¼ rÞ still has a simple prod-

uct form. Bayes rule then gives a simple sum-prod-

uct form of f(k,z). In the following we will first

derive the distribution of Rk, then find the condi-

tional probability Prð
Tk

l¼1RTTLl 6 zjRk ¼ rÞ and

thus f(k,z).

First consider the distribution of Rk. The event
Rk = rmeans that the first transmission of packet k

takes place at slot r + 1. See Fig. 3 for illustration.

According to the SRP protocol, this happens if

and only if the transmission at slot r � d + 1 was

successful and at slot r + 1, packet k is the head-

of-line packet that has never been transmitted

yet. The latter happens if and only if the number

of successfully transmitted packets before and
including slot r � d + 1 is k � d. Since each trans-

mission incurs a loss independently with probabil-

ity pl, the joint probability that this number is

k � d and the transmission at slot r � d + 1 is suc-

cessful is r � d
k � d � 1

� �
pr�kþ1
l qk�d

l . We therefore have

PrðRk ¼ rÞ ¼
r � d

k � d � 1

� �
pr�kþ1
l qk�d

l : ð23Þ

Next consider the conditional probability

Prð
Tk

l¼1RTTLl 6 zjRk ¼ rÞ. Since the service time
Fig. 3. Transmission pattern for SRP when k > d.
of packet k is at least d, given Rk = r we have

RTTLk P r + 1 + d. Therefore, Prð
Tk

l¼1RTTLl 6

zÞ ¼ 0 for z < r + 1 + d. We henceforth only con-

sider the case zP r + 1 + d.

Moreover, for packets that were successfully
transmitted before and including slot r � d + 1

(see Fig. 3), their round trip times satisfy RTTLl 6

r � d + 1 + d = r + 1 < z. We hence have f ðk; zÞ ¼
Prð
Tk

l¼1RTTLl 6 zjRk ¼ rÞ ¼ Prð
T

l2SRTTLl 6 zjRk ¼
rÞ, where S is defined to be the set of packets trans-

mitted between slot r � d + 2 and r + 1. Note that

the size of S is d.

For an arbitrary packet in S, let slot
r � d + 1 + s be the slot when it is transmitted

and call it packet s (see Fig. 3 for illustration).

Due to the memoryless property of geometric dis-

tribution, the remaining service time of packet s is

also geometrically distributed with PrðX s ¼
ðmþ 1ÞdÞ ¼ pml ql, where Xs denote the remaining

service time and m is the remaining retransmission

times. Notice that Xs is independent of each other
for all s = 1, . . . ,d. We hence have RTTLs =

r � d + 1 + s + Xs and given Rk = r, RTTLs is inde-

pendent of each other for all s = 1, . . . ,d as well.

The conditional probability then becomes

Pr
\k
l¼1

RTTLl 6 zjRk ¼ r

 !

¼ Pr
\
s2S

RTTLs 6 zjRk ¼ r

 !

¼
Y
s2S

PrðRTTLs 6 zjRk ¼ rÞ

¼
Yd
s¼1

Prðr � d þ 1 þ sþ X s 6 zÞ

¼
Yd
s¼1

Prðr � d þ 1 þ sþ ðmþ 1Þd 6 zÞ

¼
Yd
s¼1

XMr
zs

m¼0

pml ql

¼
Yd
s¼1

ð1 � pM
r
zsþ1

l Þ; ð24Þ

where Mr
zs , bðz� r � sÞ=dc.

The sum-product form of the function f(k,z)

thus follows:
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f ðk; zÞ ¼ Pr

�\k
l¼1

RTTLl 6 z
�

¼
X

r
Pr

�\k
l¼1

RTTLl 6 zjRk ¼ r
�

PrðRk ¼ rÞ

¼
Xz�d

r¼k�1

Yd
s¼1

ð1 � pM
r
zsþ1

l ÞPrðRk ¼ rÞ; ð25Þ

where Pr(Rk = r) is given in Eq. (23). Here in the

third equality, we use the fact that the minimum
waiting time for packet k is k � 1 and the maxi-

mum waiting time of packet k such that its round

trip time is less than or equal to z is z � d. Equa-

tion (25) together with Eq. (23) gives us the func-

tion f(k,z) when k > d.

We conclude this section by giving the outline

of how to numerically obtain the throughput of

the system:
Given the system, protocol and loss parameters

p, pl, d and TO:

1. For w2[1,WM] and k 6 w, use the SLL ARQ

queuing model to obtain the four quantities

QP ;F
k , PP ;RL

k , TW
w and TW ;RL

w as follows:

For GBN, plug the parameter numbers into

Eqs. (11)–(14);
For SRP, first plug the numbers into Eq. (22) or

(25) to get f(k,z), then Eqs. (17)–(20) give the

four quantities.

2. From the two quantities QP ;F
k and PP ;RL

k and rela-

tionship (8), solve for the five probabilities, QW
w ,

PP ;TO
k and PP ;RL

k , PW ;TO
w and PW ;RL

w .

3. From Eqs. (4)–(6), compute the transition prob-

abilities and reward functions.
4. Solve the system Markov chain for the steady

state distribution pi. Then Eqs. (1) and (2) gives

us the steady state expected rewards per transi-

tion vn and vt.

5. The throughput of the system is k = vn/vt (Theo-

rem 1).
5. Other systems

5.1. System with Tahoe algorithm

The Tahoe algorithm differs from the Reno

algorithm only in that it does not use the random
loss signal. All the arguments in Section 3 for sys-

tems with the Reno algorithm are also applicable

for systems with the Tahoe algorithm except the

parts related to random loss signals, and the model

for systems with the Tahoe algorithm can be ob-
tained from the model in Section 3 with corre-

sponding modifications. Specifically, the system

with the Tahoe algorithm can also be modelled

as a finite state Markov chain, with the window

size upon a timeout signal as the state. Different

from the chain for the system with the Reno algo-

rithm, the chain for the system with the Tahoe

algorithm has only the states with S = TO.
The transition probabilities also has a simple

window-based product form, and the reward func-

tions have simple window-based sum forms as

well. Specifically,

PT
ij ¼

YNij�1

n¼1

QW
win

 !
PW
wiNij

; ð26Þ

V n
ij ¼

XNij�1

n¼1

win þ

PwiNij

k¼1

ðk � 1ÞPP
k

PW
wiNij

; ð27Þ

V t
ij ¼

XNij�1

n¼1

TW
win

þ TO: ð28Þ

For brevity, we omit the details.

The SLL queuing models given in Section 4 are

applicable to systems with the Tahoe algorithm as

well. They give the quantities needed for the tran-

sition probability PT
ij and the reward function V n

ij

and V t
ij, and Eqs. (1) and (2) and Theorem 1 give

the throughput.
5.2. System with multiple transmission ARQ

protocol

When the link error probability is high, multiple

transmission ARQ protocol had been proposed to
improve the throughput of the link [22]. Initially

the purpose of this protocol was to reduce the

probability of receiver buffer overflow and thus in-

crease the throughput of the link. Here in our sys-

tem, multiple transmission attempts can reduce the

effective SLL error probability of each packet, thus
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reduce the number of SLL retransmissions and TL

false timeouts. As a result, an improved through-

put is expected when the link loss probability is

high. The protocol considered works as follows:

Each packet is transmitted r times by the satel-
lite link ARQ sender. After receiving all the r

transmissions, if at least one of these transmissions

is successful, the satellite link receiver sends an

ACK back to the sender. Otherwise the receiver

sends back a NAK. The retransmission mecha-

nism in case of NAKs works in the same way as

the standard ARQ protocol.

The analysis of the system with multiple trans-
mission ARQ protocol follows the same approach

as in the previous sections. For brevity, we omit

the details. The numerical solutions for systems

under this protocol will be presented to provide

some insights into the system operations.
6. Numerical results and discussions

Based on the model derived in the previous sec-

tions, we present, for different protocol and packet

loss parameters, the numerical solutions for the

throughput of the system. These results tell us

whether implementing SLL ARQ will improve

the system performance, and give us some insights

into the system performance as a function of the
protocol and loss parameters.

In numerically solving the system, we use data

that is typical in hybrid space-terrestrial networks

and satellite links. Usually for a satellite link, the

round trip time of one transmission is around 1s;

the bit error rate BER is between 10�4 and 10�5;

packet size L is about 2000bits; and transmission

rate is around 105–106 bits/s. Converting these into
the parameters in our system, we obtain that the

link error probability pl is between 0.02 and 0.2

and the round trip delay d is about 50–500 time

slots.

In our model, the error prone bottleneck

satellite link can either employ no ARQ or one

of the two ARQ protocols (GBN and SRP), and

the TL can either employ the Tahoe algorithm or
the Reno algorithm. Therefore, we investigate the

following six systems: SRP/Reno, SRP/Tahoe,

GBN/Reno, GBN/Tahoe, noARQ/Reno and
noARQ/Tahoe. Specifically, the SRP/Reno system

refers to the system whose SLL employs the SRP

and TL employs the Reno protocol. Other systems

are similarly defined. Note that when the random

loss probability p = 0 and SLL employs an ARQ
protocol to recover link losses, there is no random

loss signal generated. Consequently, the Tahoe

and Reno algorithm are essentially the same. That

is, in this case, the SRP/Reno system is equivalent

to the SRP/Tahoe system, and the GBN/Reno sys-

tem is equivalent to the GBN/Tahoe system.

6.1. Effects of TL timeout value

Fig. 4 plots the throughput versus TO for

different systems and parameters. In particular,

Fig. 4(a) plots the throughput versus TO for all

the six systems considered, with pl = 0.01, p = 0

and d = 100. That is, there are no random losses

and all losses can be recovered by the SLL ARQ.

Recall that with p = 0, the SRP/Tahoe and SRP/
Reno systems are the same, and so are the GBN/

Tahoe and GBN/Reno systems. The figure shows

that for systems with SLL ARQ (upper two curves

in Fig. 4(a)), either GBN or SRP, the throughput

increases monotonically with TO. This is because

higher TO allows more time for the SLL ARQ

to recover satellite link losses and reduces the false

timeout probability. Whereas for systems without
ARQ (lower two curves in Fig. 4(a)), the through-

put decreases monotonically with TO. This is be-

cause in this case, the only way for the system to

detect the losses is via timeout signals. Higher

TO makes the system take longer time to detect

losses and recover them, which results in lower

throughput. Notice that in most cases except when

TO is very low (TO 6 2d), the systems with SLL
ARQ have higher throughput than the systems

without SLL ARQ by a factor of two to eight.

Fig. 4(b) plots the throughput against TO for

the SRP/Reno and SRP/Tahoe systems, with

pl = 0.01, p = 0.01 and d = 100. The curves for

the GBN/Reno and GBN/Tahoe systems are simi-

lar and have the same shape. For clarity, they are

not shown here. The figure shows that when both
losses exist, the throughput of the SRP/Tahoe sys-

tem first increases with TO, then decreases, while

the throughput of the SRP/Reno system first
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Fig. 4. Throughput versus TL timeout value TO.
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increases with TO, then saturates. The increase

part of both systems is because of the lower false
timeout probability with increasing TO. After

TO reaches a certain point, further increasing TO

will not reduce the probability of false timeouts

significantly, and the increase of the throughput

for this reason should not be significant.

In addition, after TO is already large, for the

SRP/Tahoe system, the time for the system to de-

tect and recover random losses becomes longer.
Consequently, the reduction of the throughput

due to this longer time dominates, and the

throughput goes down. Together with the increas-

ing part explained above, for the SRP/Tahoe sys-

tem, the curve is concave, and there exists an

optimal value of TO that gives the best system per-

formance. The optimal value depends on the link

and loss parameters. On the contrary, when the
TO is already large, for the SRP/Reno system,

the losses will more likely be detected by random

loss signals rather than by timeout signals. In this

sense, higher TO should not affect the detection of

losses, thus the throughput, significantly. Together

with the increasing part when TO is not large and

the insignificant effect on the false timeout proba-

bility when TO is large explained above, the
throughput of the SRP/Reno system first in-

creases, then saturates.

6.2. Effects of loss probabilities and round trip delay

Fig. 5(a) plots the throughput against the link

loss probability pl for p = 0, d = 100 and

TO = 500. The figure shows that the throughput
of the systems decreases when pl increases, regard-

less which TL and SLL protocol are used. This re-
sult is consistent with our intuition on the effects of

pl on the system performance. The reason behind it

is that larger loss probability means more retrans-

missions, longer delays and more window reduc-

tions by the TL window flow control. In

addition, the figure also shows significant improve-

ment of the system performance by implementing

SLL ARQ: an order of magnitude at the
maximum.

Our numerical results for the throughput versus

the round trip time d (which are not shown here)

give us similar plots as those in Fig. 5(a). That

is, the throughput of the system decreases as d in-

creases and significant improvement of the system

performance can be achieved by implementing

SLL ARQ. This result is also consistent with the
system operation, since longer round trip time

for one transmission means that longer time is

needed for both the TL sender and the ARQ

SLL sender to receive the loss signals and start

retransmissions, which leads to a lower

throughput.

For the SRP/Reno, GBN/Reno and noARQ/

Reno systems, Fig. 5(b) shows the throughput with
respect to the random loss probability p when

pl = 0.1, d = 100, TO = 500 and td = 50. This figure

also shows improvement of the system perform-

ance by implementing ARQ. The advantage of

ARQ becomes small when p is large. In this case

random losses come to dominate, which results

in less efficiency of the SLL ARQ in increasing

the throughput. Our results for the SRP/Tahoe,
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Fig. 5. Throughput versus error probability.
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GBN/Tahoe and noARQ/Tahoe systems yield
similar observations. For brevity, these plots are

not shown here.

6.3. Effects of other parameters

Fig. 6(a) shows the throughput as a function of

r, the number of transmission attempts per packet

at SLL, when pl = 0.2, p = 0.01, d = 100,
TO = 500. It shows that for each system, the

throughput first increases then decreases. Actually

there are two opposite effects resulting from

increasing r. On the one hand, compared with

the standard ARQ protocol where r = 1, transmit-

ting each packet r times with r > 1 greatly reduces

the effective link loss probability seen by the SLL

by a power of r, which results in significant reduc-
tion of the number of retransmissions at the SLL.

Because of the large delay of the satellite link, this
(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Throughput versus SLL tran
reduction of the retransmission times not only save
a significant amount of time for one packet, but

also leads to significant decrease of the variability

of the packet round trip times, and thus the num-

ber of the TL false timeouts and the TL window

reductions. In this sense, higher r may lead to a

higher throughput. On the other hand, transmit-

ting each packet r times also means that the effec-

tive link capacity is reduced by a factor of r,
therefore greatly reducing the throughput. As a re-

sult, the overall system performance versus r de-

pends on the tradeoff between these two effects.

Fig. 6(a) shows that when r is relatively small,

the benefit of increasing r dominates, while when

r is relatively large, the drawback dominates. The

curve is thus concave, and there exists an optimal

value of r which gives the best throughput. Again,
the optimal value depends on the link and proto-

col parameters. Notice that the figure shows a
smission times and packet size.
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significant increase in throughput by using the

optimum r (for example, a factor of 4 for the

GBN/Reno system).

Fig. 6(b) plots the throughput as a function of

the packet size L for the SRP/Reno and GBN/
Reno systems, when the random loss probability

p = 0.01, the round trip delay of the link is 1s,

BER=10�5 and the transmission rate is 105 bits/s.

Here in order to illustrate the effects, we deliber-

ately extend the range of packet lengths and make

the length go beyond the practical values. The fig-

ure shows that the throughput first goes up then

goes down with increasing L. The increase in
throughput is because of the decrease in SLL

round trip delay d (as measured in time slots)

due to increasing L, and the decrease in through-

put is due to the increase in packet error probabil-

ity pl (again, because of the larger packet size).

There exists an optimal value of L that gives the

best performance. The optimal value depends on

the link parameters and the protocols employed,
and can significantly improve the throughput as

well (a factor of 6 to 9 with the parameters dis-

cussed). Our numerical results for the other four

systems, the SRP/Tahoe and GBN/Tahoe systems

and the noARQ/Reno and noARQ/Reno systems,

give the same trends as those in Fig. 6(b). For

brevity, they are not shown here.

6.4. Is SLL ARQ beneficial?

Now let us assess whether the SLL ARQ is ben-

eficial or not. First consider the systems with the

Tahoe protocol. In these systems, implementing

the SLL ARQ can recover some of the link losses

(which will otherwise lead to TL timeouts) and

thus decrease the number of window reductions
by the TL. Therefore the SLL ARQ should im-

prove the throughput and be beneficial. This is evi-

denced by Figs. 4–6 where the SRP/Tahoe and

GBN/Tahoe systems have better performance than

the noARQ/Tahoe system.

Whereas when the TL employs the Reno proto-

col, the SLL ARQ has two opposite effects on the

system performance. On one hand, the SLL ARQ
can recover some of the link losses, and thus de-

crease the number of window reductions, which

would lead the system back to the congestion
avoidance phase if no ARQ were employed. As a

result, the throughput should increase. On the

other hand, the SLL ARQ introduces false time-

outs. These false timeouts lead the system back

to the slow start phase instead of the congestion
avoidance phase if no ARQ were employed. Con-

sequently, the throughput should decrease. Figs.

4–6 show that, in all cases except when the TL

timeout value TO is very small (TO 6 2d, see

Fig. 4(a)), the benefit of employing ARQ over-

comes the drawback and the SRP/Reno and

GBN/Reno systems give better performance than

the noARQ/Reno system.
Since in most cases except when TO is very low,

employing ARQ yields significant improvement

of the system throughput (for example, a factor

of two to eight from Fig. 4(a) and an order of

magnitude at the maximum in Fig. 5(a)), we thus

suggest the implementation of ARQ over the satel-

lite link.
7. Conclusion

In this paper we provide an exact model for hy-

brid space-terrestrial networks with AIMD trans-

port protocols and satellite link layer ARQ

protocols. Both GBN and SRP are considered,

and the delay of ARQ ACKs is also taken into ac-
count. Numerical solutions for the throughput as a

function of different protocol and packet loss

parameters are presented. Our analysis shows that

for most situations of interest, it is better for the

satellite link to implement ARQ.

We were also able to obtain some insights on

the system performance as a function of various

protocol parameters, such as the transport layer
time-out value; the link layer packet size and the

number of transmission attempts per packet at

the link layer. We show that by proper setting of

these parameters, system throughput can be im-

proved by nearly an order of magnitude.

There are two extensions to the work in this pa-

per. One is to analyze TCP performance when

there exist multiple connections. The other is to in-
clude non-persistent users, that is, users that have

limited packets to sent. These two extensions will

be our future work.
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